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INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents some thoughts on the Production Contractor concept, 

starting wi th an attempt to define the prerequisites for such contractorship to 

exist and develop, going on to examine the considerations that the oil company 

and the contractor respectively have to go through, and finally trying to 

summarize what emerges as the advantages of production contracting. 

Examples are given to emphasize particular points. 

Since this paper is intended as a response paper to Dr. Bob Kennison's review 

paper, I am basically addressing his section on Business Drive, concentrating on 

his point of shortening time to First Oil and achieving flexibility to counter the 

uncertainties facing the industry. 

CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION CONTRACTING 

By definit ion, a Contractor is an independent operator who will offer his services 

to any potential user, ideally without any restrictions as to ownership or 

geography. He controls and operates his equipment and is responsible for its 

reuse. 

In order for production contracting to emerge in its own right, and to develop in 

a sustainable manner, certain basic premises must exist. 

A main point is that there must be multiple users of the service, such that a 

market will exist over t ime. Without this condition not only met, but also 

clearly perceived by all key players such as oil companies, vendors, banks, and 

equity investors, full contractorship cannot emerge. The services are certainly 

not standardized yet, but it is already clear that a market is emerging and is 
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being seen by a number of players. Aspiring Contractors are making speculative 

investments, and analysts are starting to tell us about all the marginal fields just 

waiting for them. 

The equipment used should ideally be standardized to a certain level. This will 

assist in the technical acceptance from oil companies and authorities, as well as 

for the task of financing, making the hardware a tradeable asset with value not 

only depending on the actual cash flow from the current contract, but with a 

value afterwards. So far, this has net been the case. 

Competition is a key word in Contractorship, which means that at least two, 

preferably more players must exist in the market, so that competition is seen to 

be present. Otherwise, the suspicion of "inside" arrangements will emerge. 

Since equipment is not standardized, and technology development certainly will 

go on, it is important that it is the contractors themselves who take an initiative 

in applying new technology. The risk of obsolescence, particularly with units 

that may have a technical lifetime of 20-25 years, will always be foremost in 

the minds of investors and third party financers. Prudent design with emphasis 

on the general aspects of supporting for a variety of topsides and subsea 

systems must be sought. 

The Contractor must provide value for money. This implies that he must beat 

internal costs that the oil company may have, based on their own development 

scenarios. This is self-evident, but basically it has to do with the ability to 

absorb risk. The basis for the business must be to share equipment 

depreciation over time and over multiple users. To shoot for 100% depreciation 

on any given contract will not give oil companies value for money, since 

Contractor's funding cost is always higher. 
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A key to developing business is the inequality in the perception of risk between 

oil company and Contractor, which again will lead to different pricing of risk. 

The same business scenario may look different from the two sides of the table, 

for instance, on assumptions like uptime regularity, upside potential, risk of 

future employment, warranties given, etc. This is the key to a win-win 

situation. 

OIL COMPANY CONSIDERATIONS 

Production Contractorship, if successful, could replace oil company-managed 

production for some types of fields under certain economic conditions. The 

niche is limited by many factors, but not necessarily clearly and certainly not on 

technical critaria alone. In order to be viewed favourably, the Contractor must 

address positively the key concerns and worries of the oil company, which are 

addressed here: 

Reservoir uncertainties, which normally lead to extensive field delineation work 

and iterations of reservoir modelling until the definition is sufficient to optimize a 

tailor-made facility. This is a time-consuming and costly process. The 

Contractor must sell the concept of facility-driven development solutions, i.e. 

that the existence of a "95% facility" that may be modified or adapted to 

handle the fjeld may be preferable to the time and money involved in optimizing 

the "100%" solution. As fields get smaller, ample opportunity should exist 

here, but it would require removal of deep-rooted, traditional approaches within 

some oil companies. 

The oil_price uncertainty over time is another very important factor, which may 

be mitigated by the Contractor through the flexibility he may offer with respect 

to the duration of the contract, and the way in which he designs his 

reimbursement format. The oil company must accept that flexibility of choice in 

the future has a value of its own that needs to be included in the economic 
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evaluation exercise. 

The oil company must be convinced that technology driven from the outside, 

which may not always be fully proven in the traditional terms, is worth risking 

for the added value of the above qualities. This involves curbing internal 

scepticism, and entrenched corporate opinions may need to be reexamined. 

The oil company must accept that widespread use of production contracting will 

inevitably lead to changes in their own organization with respect to manning 

levels, and delegation of responsibilty. It is quite clear that contractors exist 

today that can take on the work, and current laws create no obstacles to 

delegating this responsibility. 

The oil company must accept that contractors have the required qualities to 

adequately cover concerns of safety management, be relied upon to preserve 

the oil company reputation and control the direct or indirect liabilities that might 

follow from production operations. 

Above all, the oil company must start looking at the production contractor as a 

partner, equal in terms of experience, ability and investment capacity. Some 

companies already do this, and an interesting consequence may be that joint 

approaches.to problems may be found that were not available before. 

CONTRACTOR CONSIDERATIONS 

The Production Contractor generally will have to invest quite heavily in 

hardware for which he needs to secure long-term continuous employment, at 

least sufficient to an acceptable probability of minimum capital service. The 

lack of such continuity has been seen within the rig business, and is one of the 

reasons why it is hard to secure good financing for new types of units. It is 

both a matter of reality and of perception. In order for the Contractor to be able 
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to manage this, he needs the assistance of market analysts and other third 

parties such as brokers, who can furnish all the assistant players with the 

necessary comforts and data. Since the market is only just emerging, no 

guarantees can be given at this point in time, and there exists a fear of over-

contracting leading to situations like the rig business or the diving boat 

business. Due to the very high investment levels, this is however not very 

likely. 

The Contractor must have reasonable access to competitive funding, both in 

terms of equity and third party finance. Equity is probably more easily 

accessible than third party finance, since stockbrokers and analysts already 

have mobilized great interest in this field. It is already looked upon as being a 

business for the future in which one should profitably invest early. Third party 

finance is more difficult, since very few banks have the necessary competence 

to evaluate what is basically an energy-related risk, rather than a shipping or rig 

asset risk. It is to be hoped that such competence will be developing. 

The Contractor must rely on his own performance. His experience and track 

record must be sufficient for him to be self-reliant, both in his own eyes and in 

the eyes of his backers and investors. He must also be able to convey to and 

convince the oil company that his performance will indeed be as promised, and 

that incentives related to his performance will serve adequately to protect the 

oil company. 

The Contractor must be able to manage the risks that are beyond his direct 

control, such as the risk of projects not proceeding according to the time 

schedule because of the vagaries of decision processes within licence groups, 

as well as the instability of politicians, particularly in the eye of short-term 

needs, changing the general business environment by taxation or regulations. 
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It is a great temptation to the Contractor to look to oil companies for guidance 

and even instructions as to how he should compose and present his services. 

This is an attitude that belongs to the past. It is quite clear that unless the 

Contractor creates and develops his own business concepts based on his own 

analysis of the market needs, he cannot survive long. Business concepts 

belonging to others can never guarantee long-term survival. 

In line wi th the partnering approach, the Contractor must overcome his 

traditional and natural tendency to keep the cards close to his chest, and not 

show up his true profits or risks. I am not saying that all cards should be laid 

on the table, but a degree of openness in the relationship with an oil company 

will become necessary if the total potential of production contracting is to be 

realized. 

ADVANTAGES OF PRODUCTION CONTRACTING 

The change from a reservoir-driven to a facility-driven approach will certainly 

shorten time to First Oil, in some instances, dramatically. This is evident from 

such examples as Angus and Hudson, where Golar-Nor, having the PETRO-

JARL I system available, offered this in a tendering exercise that asked for quite 

different hardware and quite different (and longer) delivery time. We managed 

to convince.the company that a better business option existed, by modifying 

their requirements to f i t wi th the facility available. This has created great 

benefits to both parties. Time from Contract Award to First Oil on Angus was 

seven months. 

In a climate of reservoir and oil price uncertainty, a stepwise approach to field 

development has been discussed often. Production Contracting wi th a 

reasonable flexibilty of the Terms of Contract will allow precisely this. Initial 

production, call it early production or long-term testing - what you like - can be 

undertaken to create early cash f low and a much better definition of reservoir 
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characteristics, to allow possibly, if the reservoir is large enough, a tailor-made 

facility to enter in Phase 2. This is what happened on Hudson wi th great 

success, and which is now in progress for Foinaven. It might also be that the 

actual production turns out disappointingly, and that no Phase 2 would ensue, 

in which case the Contractor must go on to find other employment, and the oil 

company is not left wi th a dead investment. 

There is no doubt that a competitive contractor environment wil l provide value 

f o imonev - this is inherent in the concept - and follows from the attitude that 

always prevails between competing contractors, and which is not necessarily 

there under the traditional development scheme in an oil company. 

There is a great potential for reducing permanent oil company staff to that 

necessary for developing and maintaining core business, i.e., finding and 

defining the reservoir, refining and marketing its derivatives. The manning 

necessary to manage a production contractor is significantly less than that 

needed to actually develop and operate the field. An even more important 

bonus, of course, is that one is not left with development and operating staffs 

that are run at low efficiency or without adequate tasks in hand. 

Looking upon the oil company and the Contractor as partners certainly offers 

the opportunity of risk mitigation for both parties. A certain sharing of upside 

and downside evens the risks out, and generally brings a broader spectrum of 

players into sharing them. 

As previously mentioned, it is quite likely that new business opportunities or 

concepts wil l emerge for the companies that are open minded in their approach 

to Production Contracting. This may be in the context of risk and rewards, 

upside/downside-type reimbursement schemes, or at a higher level, through 

general alliances that go beyond the individual field and production contract, 

and extend into a more general business partnership. For instance, the joint 
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acquisition and development of certain types of oil fields. 

EPILOGUE 

Production Contractorship is a budding business. Many of the critical 

prerequisites are not yet in place; however, the emerging trends are quite clear, 

and should lead us into a fully developed and defined business within the next 

five years. It will be interesting to participate. 
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OF PRODUCTION CONTRACTING 
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* Using a facility-driven approach shortens time to first oil 

* Flexibility of contract term allows stepwise approach 

* A competitive contractor environment provides value for money 
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* Great potential savings in necessary manning 

* A partnering approach offers risk mitigation 

* New business opportunities will emerge for the innovative companies 
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CONDITIONS FOR PRODUCTION CONTRACTING 
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* Multiple users of the sevice - a market must exist over time 

* Standardize equipment - hardware must become tradeable assets 

* At least two players must exist - competition must be present 

* Technology drive comes from contractors - limit risk of obsolescence 
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* Value for money - must beat internal costs 

Unequal risk perceptions - different risk pricing 
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